BAGELS & BEST PRACTICE

SUPPORTING PROGRAMS WITHIN THE EDUCATIONAL SETTING

As schools & student support organizations plan for back to school, join MENTOR Minnesota as we share resources & toolkits that support relationship-centered schools. This workshop will highlight ways schools can amplify equity & empower students in & outside of the classroom by ensuring all young people feel known & supported by the adults in their lives.

August 16th | 8:30-9:30 am CST

LUNCH & LEARN

CLOSURE & TRANSITION TOOLS

We know that closure can be a difficult element within the mentoring relationship. Whether it's transitioning out of a mentorship program, moving from middle school to high school or to a post-secondary school and even employment, all are crucial aspects of transition. Transition planning can provide immense support for mentors & mentees while ensuring young people have an opportunity to reflect on their experiences and continue to feel valued.

Join MENTOR Minnesota as we highlight resources here in MN that will allow attendees to walk away with tangible templates & tools in supporting young people during times of transition.

August 23rd | 12:00-1:00 pm CST

REGISTER FOR EVENTS AT MENTORMN.ORG/NEWS-EVENTS